RESET

From research by
Jean Paul Mynè

THE
REVOLUTION
CONTINUES

FOR MAKING
YOUR DAY-TO-DAY
EASIER AND
YOUR HAIR
TREATMENT
EXTRAORDINARY

HOW
OFTEN
HAVE YOU…

Needed to free your hair from the residues of
previous chemical treatments to work safely
on your hair, with no risk of any interference.

Had a stratification effect with a colour
because of previous colour or toner build-ups
that interfere with the final result of streaks or
bleaching.
Had heavy metal build-ups in your hair that
interfere with the performance of permanent
or chemical straightening.
Had to wait too long for bleaching or other
treatments due to excessive build-ups of
artificial pigment.
Had customers who go swimming that
complain about a greenish effect in their hair or
about dull and lifeless hair.

Are you looking for a FAST

AND EFFECTIVE SOLUTION
to overcome these problems in

a natural and gentle way?

OXILOCK PLASMA
RESET
SPECIAL CRYSTALS WILL FREE
YOUR HAIR FROM RESIDUES AND
BUILD-UPS FROM PREVIOUS
CHEMICAL TREATMENT.

THE IMMEDIATE
BENEFITS
HAIR IS REVIVED WITH EXTREME
SHINE

-

SMOOTHNESS

-

Maximum performance of the next
professional treatment.

Package of 12 sachets - 5g each.

WHAT IS IT?
It is a gentle, natural and effective
exfoliation
treatment.
Totally
revolutionary,
it
guarantees
extraordinary
results
and
immediately balances the structure
of your hair, revitalising it and
freeing it from build-ups of heavy
metals and the residues from all
chemical treatments that make it
lifeless and damaged.
It restores the natural wellbeing of
your hair and provides the perfect
starting point for all technical
treatment, without the risk of
interfering with the results. It can be
used as often as you wish; it is safe,
simple and completely natural.

WHO
CAN USE
IT?
Anyone. t is especially suitable for
those who normally use chemical
treatments, such as permanent
bleaching, toners
or
chemical
straightening, or anyone who washes
their hair with hard water, goes
swimming and undergoes various
kinds of stress on their hair.

WHEN SHOULD
YOU USE IT?
The OXILOCK PLASMA RESET
crystal gel is recommended before
each professional service.
The removal of residues from your
hair after previous treatments will
allow you to speed up your next
service.

HEALTHY,
SAFE AND
NATURAL
A few simple ingredients are routinely
used such as food additives or as a
base for exfoliating and anti-ageing
such as Gluconolactone, Vitamin C or
Xantham gum.
An innovative and revolutionary
formula that promotes cell renewal
and frees the hair from build-ups from
previous chemical treatments.
Without parabens, allergens, SLS,
SLES and other harmful substances.

RESET

MADE IN ITALY

Jean Paul Mynè does not test products on animals.
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